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Towardsa‘lesscash’economy

T

The UPI could propel banking into a new era

he Unified Payment Interface (UPI), which was launched last week,
shouldconsiderablyeasetheprocessofretailtransactionsandthus,help
move the economy closer to the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI’s) ideal of
a “less cash” economy. If it works as envisaged, the UPI will offer great
convenience and enhanced security. Many transactions, including e-commerce
payments,cabfares,road-tollpayments,medicalemergencypayments,andsoon,
can be managed instantly without the need to carry cash, or risk being hacked.
The free app is currently available for the account holders of 19 private and
public sector banks. Any android phone user may download it from Play Store.
The user may set up an account with a “virtual id” (that is a username) and a secret
mobile PIN (personal identification number). Money can be transferred from any
virtual id to any other virtual id. There is an upper limit of ~1 lakh per transaction,
with no lower limit. Each transaction is confirmed by text messages. The confirmation and reconciliation of transactions are done by the National Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI), an umbrella organisation set up by the RBI. NPCI has
every commercial bank as a member. Another 20-odd commercial banks are
expected to release versions of the app soon. The users of the UPI system need
not reveal bank account details, PAN, etc, to each other; all they need is the virtual id of the counter-party. The costs are minimal, working out to an SMS per
transaction (users must have a working data connection). The system operates
24x7 and the transfer is instantaneous, unlike with a cheque payment, or even a
conventional electronic bank transfer (NEFT/RTGS).
Once the app is rolled out by all banks, anybody with an android smartphone – about 250 million Indians at the moment and growing fast – and a bank
account could be a user. This vastly increases the catchment population for cashlesstransactions.Currently,lessthan25millionIndianshavecreditcardsandabout
125 million have mobile wallets. The UPI app supersedes mobile wallets since it is
more convenient. The utility of the UPI will be enhanced as its popularity grows;
the more entities there are utilising the UPI, the more useful it will become.
This system could profoundly alter the transaction landscape. Roughly twothirds of India’s GDP by volume, or about ~95 lakh crore, is estimated to be generatedincashtransactions.Manyofthesetransactionscouldbemoreconveniently
settled this way. That would reduce the need to print and circulate expensive paper
currency. The UPI system will also generate huge data, which would help to accurately map the cash economy and identify areas of tax leakage. Over time, it
would also be possible to develop credit-profiling models that are more accurate
and dynamic. The UPI will need robust security. Apart from strong authentication
for end-users, the NPCI server will have to be very secure and completely backed
up. There must also be end-to-end encryption to prevent messages being read in
transit and fail-safe measures to deal with theft of mobiles, and loss of connectivity
during a transaction, etc. Assuming those pre-conditions are met, the UPI could
be a disruptive technology that propels the banking system into a new era.

A seedy affair

Govt must raise the ease of doing business in seed industry

A

ll do not seem well with the country’s ~15,000-crore hi-tech seed sector. Two recent events clearly bring this out. First, peeved at the regulatoryuncertainties,majorseedandseedtechnologycompanieshave
grouped themselves into a Federation of Seed Industry of India (FSII)
toserveasagingergrouptoprotecttheircommercialinterests.Second,theindigenouslydevelopedgeneticallymodified(GM)mustardhybriddoesnotseemtohave
moved any closer to getting the government’s permission for cultivation despite
havinggonethroughextensiveevaluationandobtainingbio-safetyapprovalfrom
ahigh-levelgovernment-appointedexpertpanel.That’sbecausethegovernment,
failingtosheditsindecisivenessongene-tweakedcrops,hasoptedtoputthepanel’sreportandsafetydataonitswebsiteforpubliccomments—anobviousdelayingtacticconsideringthatthisissuehasalreadybeenpubliclydebatedthreadbare.
The farmers will, as a result, continue to be deprived of a new seed that can potentiallyenhancethemustardyieldby25percent,raisetheirincome,andreducethe
country’s dependence on edible oil imports. Therefore, neither the confrontation
between the seed industry and the government nor the dilly-dallying on the part
ofthegovernmenttoallowmoreGMcrops,otherthancotton,isgoodforthefarm
sector, which supports more than half the country’s population.
Nevertheless, moot issues have now been crystallised. The seed technologyindustryfeelsthatthegovernment’sbidtocaproyaltyontheirproprietarytechnologies and its intention to make them share their technologies with other
stakeholders through regulation such as compulsory licensing are bad in law and
contrarytoglobalpractices.Thoughthegovernmenthasputitsproposalsonhold,
the bid to abridge the seed industry’s business freedom through official interventions is tantamount to meddling with the intellectual property developed at
a huge cost and should, therefore, be desisted. Similarly, in the case of other GM
crops, notably the GM mustard hybrid DMH-11 evolved by the Delhi University,
the government’s dilly-dallying on granting the final approval serves as a disincentive for private and public investment in developing new hi-tech seeds.
Monsanto has chosen to register its protest against official policies by withdrawing its application for the next generation technology – Bollgard II Roundup
Ready Flex. But, it has, at the same time, indicated that it is only suspending the
introduction of this product. It would continue its other seeds business. Luckily,
at this stage, both the seemingly hardened stand by the bio-tech seed companies
and the pinpricking by the government appear mere posturing. The seed companies, apparently, do not want to shun the large and lucrative Indian seed market. Nor does, indeed, the government truly want them to do so.
If the government is serious about making bio-tech seeds available to farmers
atlowercost,itshouldencourage–notinhibit–evolutionofmorebio-techvarieties
topromotecompetitioninthissector.Atpresent,thepoliciesareimpedingresearch
anddevelopmentofnewGMseedsandtheirhassle-freemarketing.Well-judgedmodifications in these policies are, therefore, urgently called for to ensure smooth functioningandgrowthoftheseedsector.Thegovernmentshould,tobefair,improvethe
ease of doing business in the seed sector as well. Otherwise, the ultimate losers
would be the farmers whose interests the government avowedly seeks to protect.

Geopolitics of oil
and the dollar

With the shale oil revolution and the end of the petrodollar, the US
is set to hit its enemies where it hurts the most — in their pockets

E

ver since Saudi Arabia unleashed the “oil
weapon” after the 1973 Yom Kippur war and
seriously damaged the US economy, I have
always wondered why it did not take over the Saudi
oilfields by force? A financial newsletter which has
just come across my desk provides the answer.
Its editor, Jim Rickards, in an article (“R.I.P. the
petrodollar”, Strategic Intelligence, August 2016) discloses that in February 1974, he was asked by Robert
Tucker, the head of the American
Foreign Policy Institute, to join him
and four other foreign policy experts
for a meeting with Henry Kissinger’s
deputy on the National Security
Council, Helmut Sonnenfeldt, to discuss a possible invasion of Saudi
Arabia. This would secure the oilfields, produce enough oil for Western
and Japanese needs, priced at a level
that would not be inflationary: To
avoid worsening US stagflation and DEEPAK LAL
prevent any further erosion in the
dollar’s value.
Meanwhile, William Simon, the deputy secretary of the Treasury, along with Kissinger and
Sonnenfeldt had another plan to deal with the
Saudis: The creation of the petrodollar. The Saudis
would continue pricing oil in dollars, reinvesting
the proceeds in US Treasuries and Eurodollar
deposits. The US would stabilise the dollar so that its
weakening did not erode the value of Saudi Arabia’s
dollar investments. The US would also sell advanced
weapons to the Saudis.
The Saudi’s dithered. In August 1974, President
Richard Nixon resigned because of the Watergate
scandal. To hasten the stalled negotiations, Kissinger

Arun Jaitley’s Budget firsts
T

While presenting his Budget in February 1997,
he annual Budget-making exercise from this
yearwillbedifferentinmanyways.Thisisgoing PalaniappanChidambaramhadintroducedthree-slab
to be unusual. Only a few finance ministers income-tax rates for individuals — 10 per cent on the
have had the chance of making fundamental changes lowestslabofincome,20percentforthesecondincome
in the way Union Budgets are presented. Finance slaband30percentonthetopincomeslab.Thesystem
MinisterArunJaitleywillbeoneofthem—andnotjust ofthree-slabincome-taxratesforindividualshasstood
thetestoftimeandnofinanceminfor bringing about a change or two,
isterinthelast19yearsfounditnecbut most likely for as many as five
essarytochangethatstructure.Yes,
fairly significant changes.
surcharges may have been levied
In1999,YashwantSinhadepartand the income slabs have been
ed from the past practice of prerevised upwards for obvious reasenting the Budget at 5 pm. Mr
sons, but no finance minister after
Sinha chose to present the Budget
MrChidambaramhadtoreallyworfor 1999-2000 on the morning of
ry about what rates should be fixed
February 27 that year. Presenting
for individual income tax.
the budget at 5 pm was a legacy of
The new system’s stability and
theBritishRaj,butittookmorethan
simplicityhavebeenanunqualified
half a century after Independence
boon for the people and the econofor a finance minister to change the
my, even though it had denied subtime of Budget presentation.
A K BHATTACHARYA
sequent finance ministers the freeA few years later, Jaswant Singh
dom to make any significant
in February 2003 discarded the
practiceofpresentingtheBudgetspeechintwodistinct changes in the direct tax rates. Mr Jaitley’s Budget for
parts — Part A and Part B. The all-important tax pro- next year would achieve something similar for all the
posalswouldalwaysbeincludedinPartBofthespeech, indirecttaxrates,barringtheCustomsduties.Notethat
which would be revealed separately after the presenta- theGSTregimewillsubsumeallotherindirecttaxrates
tionofthePartAofthespeechthatcontainedthebroad likethoseforexcise,servicesandcentralsalestaxandthis
review of the economy and details of the government’s overallratewouldbedecidedbytheGSTCouncilandthe
finance minister’s Budget would have limited scope to
main expenditure programmes.
Mr Jaitley has already indicated that the impact of change them.
Inaddition, there are fourdifferent ways the Budget
the goods and services tax (GST) on the annual Budget
would be significant. With 13 state Assemblies having exercise is likely to be impacted from 2017-18 — the
already endorsed the passage of the Constitution manner in which the government’s expenditure will be
amendment Bill on GST and the target of securing the classified, the fiscal consolidation target that the
approval of half the Assemblies likely to be realised financeministerwillberequiredtochase,theinclusion
before the coming winter session of Parliament, it of key expenditure provisions meant for the Indian
appears that the finance minister may well meet the Railways, in lieu of a separate railway Budget, and percoveted goal of rolling out the new indirect taxes haps an advanced schedule for Budget presentation.
regime from next April. If that happens, then the Thereisyetanotherpossibilityofachange,thoughthat
Budget exercise will be less about indirect tax rates and is unlikely. This may arise out of the recommendations of a committee that is exploring the feasibility of
more about expenditure allocations.
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Naguib Mahfouz’s trivial pursuits
BOOK REVIEW
UTTARAN DAS GUPTA
As protestors dug their heels into Tahrir
Square, Cairo, chanting “Go Mubarak!”
and demanded the eponymous liberation that their chosen site promised,
Arab Spring arrived in Egypt, in 2011 —
quite appropriately, the birth centenary
of Nobel laureate Naguib Mahfouz.
Perhaps the best known writer of the
Arab world, Mahfouz was the prolific
chronicler of the troubled modern history of his ancient nation, leading to the
popular uprising against the dictator,
Hosni Mubarak. His works are also a
desperate yearning for democracy and
social justice that sparked the revolu-

tion — and decades after they were first
published, the novels continue to
inspire those seeking social justice.
Now, this slim volume — purportedly the first of his collected non-fiction —
brings to us some of his earliest writing:
Essays and newspaper articles penned
mostly as an undergraduate student of
philosophy at the Cairo University in
the late 1930s. In the Introduction,
Rasheed El-Enany, professor of Arabic
and comparative literature at the Doha
Institute of Graduate Studies, writes:
“Mahfouz... was indifferent about the
essays... and had routinely declined
propositions to collect and publish
them.” The reasons are quite obvious to
any reader: These are mostly juvenilia
— in thought and style, and not yet a
shade on the future writer.
Between its two covers, the book collects 21 short essays, mostly on philosophical subjects, some on literature,
art and society, a book review or two,

got Mr Tucker to write an article titled “Oil: The
Issue of American Intervention” (Commentary, 1
January 1975) which set out the invasion plan he
and the others had discussed earlier.
Mr Tucker argued on grounds of realpolitik that,
until quite recently, the oil crisis attacking vital US
interests would “never have arisen because of the
prevailing expectation that it would have led to
armed intervention”. He then disposed off arguments against intervention based
on political inexpediency and
morality. On the danger of the
Saudi’s following a scorched earth
policy on their oil fields, he argued
it would only take three to four
months to restore production, and
recommended a western strategic
oil reserve to store oil for this period
of possible disruption of oil supplies. Mr Tucker’s article led the
Saudi’s to swiftly accept the
petrodollar deal — with a proviso
that the Saudi holdings of US
Treasuries would remain a secret.
By 1978, continuing high inflation in the US led
the dollar to fall by 13 per cent from its 1975 high. The
Saudis retaliated by doubling oil prices between 1979
and 1980. The appointment of Paul Volcker as the
chairman of the Federal Reserve to tame the US
inflation by tight money led to a rise in the value of
the dollar to its level when the petrodollar deal was
signed. Thereafter, all the US administrations
intoned the “strong dollar” mantra. The petrodollar
deal stayed intact till 2010, and the dollar’s role as the
main reserve currency was strengthened.
The petrodollar deal was upturned by the Great

Recession. To deal with the need to increase US jobs
and growth in the worst recession since the Great
Depression, the US gave up the “strong dollar” policy it had followed for 35 years. The cheapening dollar hit oil-dependent Russia and US Treasuries-rich
China. They responded by buying gold. In the last
seven years, Russia has bought more than 1,000
tonnes of gold, and China more than 3,000 tonnes.
Together, they now hold more than 10 per cent of the
world’s gold stock. Though not subject to the risk of
confiscation like their holdings of US Treasuries and
other investments in the West, they are faced by the
volatility of the gold price and its likely collapse
from a large-scale conversion of these gold reserves
into foreign currencies.
China is hoping that with the International
Monetary Fund’s inclusion of the yuan in the basket
of currencies constituting the Special Drawring
Rights (SDR), that these will provide a safer reserve
asset than the dollar. Mr Rickards claims that China
has “acquired billions of SDRs in secret secondary
market transactions brokered by the IMF”. But
despite the IMF’s hope that the SDR would replace
the dollar as the main global reserve asset, it has not
come to pass.
The main loser from the “cheap dollar” policy is
Saudi Arabia. The deal that President Franklin D
Roosevelt struck with King Ibn Saud aboard the
Quincy in 1945, promising security to the Saudi
dynasty in return for the free flow of oil to the West
is now dead. For with its shale oil revolution, the US
has the highest oil reserves in the world. It is no
longer dependent on Saudi oil. Moreover, the flexibility with which shale oil drilling rigs can be taken
in and out of production, the oil price is now bounded by a “shale band” of $40 to $60. (Neanda
Salvaterra, Wall Street Journal, 24 August 2016). At
this price band, the Saudi’s cannot close their fiscal
deficit, which is being financed by sales of their dollar assets and a proposed divestment of their crown
jewel ARAMCO.
With the signing of the Iran nuclear deal
President Barack Obama has signaled that Iran is the
leading regional power. Whilst the release of US data
on the previously secret Saudi holdings of US
Treasuries and top-secret sections of the 9/11
Commission report, which reveals links between
the Saudi royal family, 9/11 hijackers and Al Qaeda,
shows that the US is no longer willing to allow the
Saudis to use their oil wealth to finance the jihadists
and the madrassas, with Wahhabi clerics fomenting
religious hatred against all non-Wahhabis throughout the world.
Unlike Mr Rickards, I do not think Mr Obama’s
“currency war” weakening the dollar will mean the
end of its primacy as a reserve currency. Instead,
through the “shale band” and the end of the
petrodollar, the US is on the way to hit the enemies
of its values and imperium where it hurts most — in
their pockets.

and some profiles of contemporaries.
For a general reader, the philosophical
essays are bound to be disappointing.
They have neither any original thought,
nor any startling research. Mostly, they
seem content reproducing – in simplified language – the concepts and
philosophers Mahfouz would have
studied in class. Their original purpose
and the motive for translating and
reproducing are lost on me. A scholar is
unlikely to glean any new insight into
Mahfouz’ writing and other readers will
find no pleasure in these trite pieces.
The translator writes how he
remained faithful to the original texts,
and his reason for doing so: “the
thought and writing in these early
essays lack sophistication... the importance of these essays... lies more in their
value as historical documents... rather
than... as informative pieces.” Yet, one
wonders if the time and effort used in
translating and publishing these pieces,

which would have no worth if not for
their author’s future success and fame,
could not have been better utilised?
Describing his writing process in a 1992
Paris Review interview, Mahfouz said: “I
make frequent revisions. I cut out a lot...
Then I tear up all the old reworkings
and throw them away.” It would have
been good if someone had thrown these
away, too.
The book is, however, not wholly
without merit. In some of the profiles of
his contemporary writers and artistes,
we do get a glimpse, albeit a hazy one,
into the vibrant intellectual life of Cairo
in 1930s. In “Three of Our Writers”,
Mahfouz profiles Abbas el-Akkad, Taha
Hussein and Salama Moussa, whom he
describes to be the “representatives of
our Nahda” — the cultural renaissance
in the Arab world in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. After a
few general comments on their work –
without any analysis – Mahfouz writes:
“el-Akkad is the spirit of the literary
Nahda, Taha Hussein is its rational
mind, and Salama Moussa is its will.”
Sentimental stuff!

switching over to a new financial year cycle — other
than the April-March system that has been followed for
the last several decades.
Work on doing away with the distinction of the
government’s expenditure under Plan and non-Plan
heads has already made headway. With the abolition
of the Planning Commission and discontinuation of
the practice of preparing annual plans for central ministries as also for the states, it is only logical that the
Budget ceases to classify government expenditure
under Plan and non-Plan heads. Considerable uncertainty, however, continues over how the fiscal deficit
targets would be defined from the next year. A committee, headed by former revenue secretary N K Singh,
is entrusted with the task of providing a road map for
the manner in which the government should define its
fiscal consolidation targets. Whatever the committee
and the government decide would bring about yet
another change in Mr Jaitley’s Budget for 2017-18.
The inclusion of the erstwhile railway Budget provisions in the general Budget would not pose a big
challenge. What needs to be carefully watched is
whether the finance minister resists the temptation of
announcing railway freight and fare proposals in the
general Budget. The real benefit from the abolition of
railway Budgets would accrue only when the general
Budget only outlines the railways’ expenditure proposals (duly vetted by the railways ministry through its
internal exercises), allowing the fixation of freight and
fares by the proposed rail tariff authority.
Advancing the presentation of the Budget by a
month from end-February is an idea that is still being
debated within the government. There are advantages
of advancing the Budget presentation, but there are
also formidable challenges. It remains to be seen if Mr
Jaitley manages to introduce this change also in his
Budget for 2017-18. But there is no denying that going
by the number of changes Mr Jaitley’s next Budget is
likely to see, he will go down in the history of Budgetmaking as the finance minister who ushered in the
largest number of changes in a single Budget.

In her essay on Mahfouz’ Children of the
In the essay “I Have Read (Part 2)”,
Alley, Nathaniel Greenberg writes it is
we get a glimpse of a future Mahfouz,
impossible to read the master’s novel
who would defend Salman Rushdie’s
“as anything but an aesthetic
right to write The
Satanic Verses, inviting a A scholar is unlikely to anticipation of the future”...
fatwa on himself and a
glean any new insight a touchstone in Egypt’s long
murderous attack. In the into Mahfouz’ writing struggle for democracy.”
essay, he defends eland other readers will Mahfouz did not always display a great insight as a politAkkad’s choice of subfind no pleasure in
ical thinker. In the Paris
ject in A Compilation of
these trite pieces
Review interview quoted earIslam’s Geniuses, against
lier, he said: “Hosni Mubarak? His conan anonymous correspondent’s attack:
stitution is not democratic, but he is
“it is reprehensible and tyrannical that
democratic.” By the 2011 revolution, Mr
someone would demand of a writer
Mubarak had lost whatever democratic
that he takes up subjects that accord to
credentials he might have had. But, one
their taste — the writer is free to write
suspects, Mahfouz would not be too
what he likes and reader is free to read
unhappy to see the last of him; nor of
it or not.” This is a tad simplistic but
the essays in this book.
has reverberations of his later defence
of Mr Rushdie. Making no bones of the
fact that he found The Satanic Verses
ON LITERATURE, ART AND HISTORY
offensible, Mahfouz told The Paris
Review: “I consider Khomeini’s position The Non-Fiction Writing of Naguib
Mahfouz, Vol. I
dangerous. He does not have the right
Naguib Mahfouz; translated by
to pass judgment — that’s not the
Aran Byrne
Islamic way.”
Speaking Tiger
Besides these few gems, the slim vol154 pages; ~348
ume would not be worth reading at all.

